Revised Credit Transfer Guidelines: Flow Chart

Rule 1:
follow SBM credit no. regardless of the no. of credits given by the host institutions

Rule 2:
follow credit no. given by host institutions

Rule 4a:
a) 1 ECTS credit = 0.56 UST credits, or
b) contact hour formula:
total no. of contact hours / 14*

@ in case the calculated credit number carries a decimal, it will be rounded down to the nearest integer if the decimal point is below 0.5; or rounded up to the nearest integer if the decimal point is at 0.5 or above.

* the contact hour formula will follow UST’s credit designation, i.e. 1 credit is designated for 1 lecture hour, 1 tutorial hour or 3 laboratory hours per week, for a total number of 14 teaching weeks.